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Durham Public Schools Research Process and Forms
Application Requirements:
Individuals wishing to conduct research projects in Durham Public Schools (DPS) must submit an
Application to Conduct Research by the application deadline and pay the required research review
fee. Incomplete applications will be returned without review. A complete application consists of:
a. Application
b. Research Proposal
c. Curriculum Vitae or resume for the researcher and collaborators
d. Data collection instruments and timeline for collection
e. Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, including the IRB submission
f. As needed – a letter of support from the doctoral advisor
g. Consent forms
h. Assurance Letter
i. Fee Payment
j. Data Destruction Agreement

Application Deadlines:
DPS strongly encourages anyone interested in submitting a proposal to do so as far in advance as
possible of the proposed start date. It is important that researchers submit a complete, well-conceived,
thorough application for the Research Review Committee to make an informed decision on the
applications. If your research proposal is denied, you must wait 12 months before resubmitting your
application package.

The table below outlines external research proposal due dates for the 2020-21 school year.
Submissions for the April cycle are for proposals to begin during the Fall 2020-2021 school year and
include time for summer preparation/planning prior to the July submission cycle.

All research projects that require multiple years of study still require annual submission and approval.
Intended Start of Research

Submission Deadline

Tentative Proposal Decision

On or after August 14, 2020

July 14, 2020

August 7, 2020

*On or after June 14, 2021

April 22, 2021

May 28, 2021

On or after November 2, 2020
On or after March 1, 2021

Research Application Fees:

October 9, 2020

January 29, 2021

October 30, 2020

February 19, 2021

A non-refundable payment must be submitted along with the application by each cycle’s deadline to be
considered for review. Please note that if the research study is not approved, the payment is still nonrefundable.
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Entity
University or University-Affiliated Program
including Centers or Departments
Community or Partnering Agencies
Non-Profits
Research Agency (Federal or Regional)
External Evaluators
Durham Public Schools’ Staff/Employee

Fee per application
$100

$100
$100
$100
$100
No fee after attending in-person workshop

Research Review Process:
All proposals are reviewed by the DPS Research Review Committee. It is the goal of the DPS Research
Review Committee (RRC) to notify all researchers within 4 weeks of the submission date of their
research proposal of the RRC’s decision. If information beyond the submitted application is necessary
for the review, an interview with the researcher may be requested. The review committee may suggest
revisions to the proposal prior to final decision. Applications are reviewed based on the following
criteria:
1. Alignment with the goals and objectives of DPS Strategic Plan
2. Expected benefits to student, staff, and the District
3. Quality of research – Research studies that have a potential for misinformation or misuse of data
or studies requiring invasive physical examinations will not be approved.
4. Resources required of staff, students and the District – Research studies requiring extensive
intrusion on student and staff time and disruption of normal routines may not be approved.
5. Alignment with Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) regulations. Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) from student, parent or teacher educational records will not be
disclosed without active consent.
6. Alignment with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
7. Research must be approved by the Institutional Review Board of the investigators own
institution. A copy of the approval letter or exempt form must be submitted before
implementation can begin.
8. In accordance with the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment (PPRA), surveys that request
students to provide information on the following eight areas may not be approved.
Political affiliations or beliefs of the student or
student’s parent;
Mental or psychological problems of the
student or student’s family
Sex behavior or attitudes

Illegal, anti-social, self-incriminating, or
demeaning behavior

Critical appraisals of others with whom
respondents have close family relationships
Legally recognized privileged relationships, such as
with lawyers, doctors, or ministers

Religious practices, affiliations, or beliefs of the
student or the student’s parent
Income, other than as required by law to determine
program eligibility
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Review Notification
Following a review of the application, the research will be notified by letter. If the project is approved,
the letter will specify:
1. Procedures to be followed by the researcher
2. Special conditions or constraints that may apply to the project.
Principals will receive notification of proposals that have been approved. However, principals will have
input in the decision to conduct research in their schools based on the priorities of their school at the
projected time of implementation. The researcher should not contact principals.

Data Requests and Processing Fees:

Durham Public Schools makes available to the general public aggregate data on many district indicators and
will also provide information as required by North Carolina public records law and the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA). Aggregated District data may be accessed via the district’s website
(www.dpsnc.net) or via North Carolina Department of Public Instruction (www.dpi.nc.gov).

Requests for additional data often require an investment of staff time to define the parameters of the request
and to write computer programs to pull the requested data. Durham Public Schools receives multiple such
requests each year. In order to help alleviate the financial burden that these activities (reviewing and
responding to information and data requests) create, fees may be implemented depending on the depth and
time commitment of the request. Please note that these fees could apply to DPS-approved partnerships,
grants, and research projects.

Privacy and Confidentiality of Data
Applications must meet certain security, data destruction, data dissemination and Family Education Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA) provisions, among others. FERPA is a law that protects the privacy of student
records. Parents and students put their trust in the stewards of educational data to ensure students
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is properly safeguarded and is used in accordance with Federal
Law. The Office of Research and Accountability deeply values this trust and strives to ensure it is doing all
it can to protect the privacy of our students as the uses of their data to improve education increase.

Reports and Dissemination

Following the completion of the research project, DPS will have an interest in how the findings are shared
publicly. The Coordinator of Research and Accountability will request a review of the findings prior to
dissemination and/or publication. DPS may also request the researcher to present preliminary findings to
the Assistant Superintendent of Research and Accountability, district administrators and/or a small
committee prior to completion of final report. In addition, DPS may request the researcher to produce and
provide written research brief about the project for circulation within the district.
If the researcher would like to submit the study’s findings to an academic or professional journal for
publication, the Coordinator of Research and Accountability may request review of the article prior to
submission.

Researcher are requested to submit 2 copies of the final report to the Office of Research and Accountability
within 60 days of the completion of the study. The researcher has the responsibility to ensure any
dissemination or publication of the study or its findings does not violate FERPA or the confidentiality of
personally identifiable information.
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Data Destruction

If the school district supplies data or a database(s), these will be returned to the Coordinator of Grants
& Research upon completion of the original dissertation, study, or research, with no copies remaining.
In the event a researcher wishes to publish data using analyses or methods not originally produced or
approved within the study, Durham Public Schools reserves the right to disallow/allow access to data
for further analyses and reporting. In the event you wish to publish using analyses or methods not
originally produced or approved within the study, and you receive DPS approval, the
Coordinator of Grants & Research or a DPS representative will be assigned to work with you as
a second author and consultant.

Research Statement - Current DPS Employees Only:
To support employees’ professional growth and development, DPS does allow current staff who are
pursuing a master’s or doctoral degree to conduct research in the district with the following stipulations:
 The staff member must set up an in-person meeting/workshop to discuss research needs, data,
and overall feasibility of the study with the district coordinator. It is highly recommended that you
meet with the district coordinator prior to submitting your proposal to your committee chair or
advisor to ensure that it can be done within the district.
 The staff member cannot conduct research in his/her current school placement(s).
 The staff member must have written permission from the principal(s) or district leader(s) to
conduct the research and submit this with the application documents.
 Any aspects of the research that change (site location, number of participants, grade levels, etc.)
must submit a research modification form.
 IRB through the staff member’s university/college must be obtained prior to submitting the
research application.
 DPS employees may not use access to databases that contain student-level data or demographic
information to use as part of their research without first submitting an application and receiving
approval.
 DPS employees must use their university or alternate email address to communicate information
or solicit participation about the study.
 DPS has a “one and done” recruitment policy. Multiple emails/solicitations cannot be sent to
potential participants.
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Legal and Ethical Risks/Obligations:
The study shall conform to federal regulations, DPS policy and sound educational research practice that
ensures negligible risks for those involved and family/pupil privacy and protection rights. To this end, the
originator of the request shall have the qualifications necessary for working in the school system as an
educational researcher. Specific sections of the law may be found on the internet under the following
headings.

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment (PPRA), Office
for Human Protection - Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects, American Psychological
Association’s Ethical Principals of Psychologists and Code of Conduct

Although case-by-case, district approval shall be granted until specified data collection has concluded OR for
a maximum of one year from the approval letter’s date, whichever comes first. After one year the researcher
must submit for approval a request for extension. For any research extending beyond one school year, the
researcher shall submit an annual progress report along with a request for extension.

District approval does not constitute approval for the study to be conducted in any specific school.
Researchers must obtain written approval of principals and others involved, prior to conducting research in
the district. The researcher shall present the Research Review Committee’s approval letter and briefing
materials to school principals or department heads before or upon an entrance meeting at the
school or collection site. The school or district administrator shall have several days to notify the
researcher or Coordinator of Grants & Research if the school/entity does not wish to participate. The
highest-ranking individual (usually the school principal) at the site of data collection must be briefed
throughout the project’s duration in his/her school. Data collection must be scheduled far enough in
advance to allow for adequate planning at the school or classroom site.

If students participate, copies of all approved and completed informed consent forms shall be stored by the
researcher for possible district review. Again, the researcher will be responsible for archiving and
presenting this information upon request. No personal information on students shall be made available until
parental permission forms are secured for each participant.

Confidentiality of student records and all student information shall be observed. The privacy and rights of
individuals and schools shall be respected. Data with student, employee, school, or other personal identifiers
shall not be reported or presented (school identifiers may be reported upon explicit approval). In addition
to maintaining complete anonymity, all personal-identifying data shall be destroyed upon completion of
analysis and the final report.

When conducting research in schools, individuals shall abide by DPS standards of professional conduct and
dress. Failure to do so will be cause for immediate termination of the study and retraction of
research approval.

The Assistant Superintendent of Research and Accountability may withdraw district approval at any time
and for any reason. If approval is terminated, all research and accompanying activities involving the district,
the external researcher, and/or the external agency will cease in DPS. Note, the district does not merge,
compile, or collect data for external research, unless required by law or contractually based upon
approval of a DPS Data Use Agreement submitted by the external researcher requesting data
services from the Research and Accountability Data Team.
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All research approval or denial is determined at the sole discretion of the RRC. Due to the number of
requests received throughout the year, denial or rejection letters may or may not indicate reasons for denial
or recommendations for improvement. All research approval or denials are made on the merits of the
information contained in the application.
Again, all research approvals or denials are determined at the sole discretion of the RRC.
Below is a sample list of external projects typically not approved:

 Data collection involving a loss of instructional time for students and DPS employees.
 Research requiring district resources (DPS employees, students, parents time AND/OR large numbers
of participants).
 Research requiring particular risk for students, teachers, schools, parents, etc., such as external
research dealing with physical, mental, emotional, social health-related matters; self-worth;
family/personal problems; race; sexual behavior or orientation; illegal activities; etc. Benefits
provided by external research in these areas do not compensate for the potential risks to
participants.
 Research scheduled to be conducted in the latter portion of the second semester (April through
June).

Upon conclusion of the research, an Executive Summary or Abstract (500 words) that summarizes the
research findings will be submitted at no charge to the Coordinator of Grants & Research and the Research
and Accountability Department. The Executive Summary or Abstract must be submitted within two
months of final data collection. Please notify DPS if the findings will be published, presented or
included in a dissertation or thesis.

Furthermore, all data and databases are to remain secure at all times. If the school district supplies data or a
database(s), these will be returned to the Coordinator of Grants & Research upon completion of the original
dissertation, study, or research, with no copies remaining. In the event a researcher wishes to publish data
using analyses or methods not originally produced or approved within the study, Durham Public Schools
reserves the right to disallow/allow access to data for further analyses and reporting. In the event you
wish to publish using analyses or methods not originally produced or approved within the study,
and you receive DPS approval, the Coordinator of Grants & Research or a DPS representative will be
assigned to work with you as a second author and consultant.
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Frequently Asked Questions:
Who should I contact if I’m interested in conducting research in Durham Public Schools?
Contact the DPS Research and Accountability Department. DO NOT contact principals, teachers,
department heads, or other school officials. All research in Durham Public Schools MUST be
reviewed by the R&A department and cannot begin without R&A approval.

What is considered research? Any investigation into students or staff in Durham Public
Schools is considered research. This includes all data collection involving DPS students or staff,
including surveys.

What’s the difference between external and internal research? External research is research
requested by agencies outside of Durham Public Schools, such as colleges and universities. It can
also be research conducted by a DPS staff member for purposes not related to his or her job,
Why are all these procedures necessary? There are several very important reasons for the
research proposal procedures. First, instructional time must be protected. Without the
procedures, we would have no way to protect students and teachers from an overwhelming
amount of research. Secondly, all research must be of high quality, aligned with the Guiding
Principles, compliant with the Research Standards, and benefit the school system or individual
school(s). Third, the procedures highlight the privacy laws that researchers must follow, and it
allows us to establish clear agreements between DPS and researchers.

How do you make your decisions? The Research Review Committee will review the proposal
based on the following criteria:
 There MUST be minimal impact on instructional time.
 No additional assessments will be given for data collection and use beyond what is
typically administered in the school year.
 The research should be beneficial to DPS and aligned to the Guiding Principles and
comply with the Research Standards. Risks to DPS and its students MUST be minimal.
 Research conducted primarily to add to the general body of literature, without
significant benefit to DPS, its schools or departments may be considered. However, they
will be considered low priority proposals and have a very low chance of being approved.
 All data collection and site visits MUST be completed by April 30 due to testing and other
year- end activities.
 All research must support the Guiding Principles and best practices.
 All research MUST be legal, ethical, and compliant with DPS policies and the DPS
Research Standards. The privacy of research participants must be protected at all
times.
 Requests for data involving personal student data and information about their families
will not be approved. (No research involving personal and/or controversial
student/family data will be approved.)
 Researchers must be qualified to conduct research in the school district. The design and
implementation of the proposal must be complete, thorough, well-constructed and
acceptable to DPS.
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 Any cost to DPS MUST be approved. Generally, proposals involving monetary cost to DPS
are not approved. Research requiring the participation of large numbers of DPS
employees, students and parents is also given low priority status. Research requiring a
large amount of time from administrators, teachers, parents and/or students is rarely
considered for approval.
 Research requiring particular risk for students, teachers, schools, parents, etc., such as
external research dealing with physical, mental, emotional, social health-related matters;
self-worth; family/personal problems; race; sexual behavior or orientation; illegal
activities; etc. Benefits provided by external research in these areas do not compensate for
the potential risks to participants.
 All approved studies must be approved by school principals or district administrators
involved in the proposed study. If a principal or administrator declines to participate in
the study (particularly for single site studies), the study may not continue, even if the
Research Review Committee approved the study.

Who reviews research proposals and makes the final decisions? The Coordinator of Grants &
Research completes the initial screening of all internal and external research proposals to ensure
that all proposals are complete. Incomplete proposals will be returned without review. The
complete proposals are then reviewed by the Research Review Committee (RRC). Input from
principals, central office leaders and teachers may also be used to make decisions regarding
research approval.

Will I be contacted if my proposal is denied? Yes. You will be notified in writing. You may
request reconsideration by resubmitting your proposal 12 months after you have been notified of
the decision. Revised proposals will not be reconsidered before this waiting period is complete.
What happens if my proposal is approved?
 You will be notified in writing. You will be asked to sign a Statement of Agreement stating
the responsibilities of DPS and you/your organization.
 You should contact the principal or district office staff involved in the research. Present
your approval notification and fully explain your research proposal BEFORE beginning the
project. Keep in mind that final approval rests with the school principal or other parties
involved the research.
 All meetings with school staff, students and parents must be arranged in advance. Meeting
times must be convenient to and approved by participants.
 Full disclosure must be given to parents to ensure informed consent. Parents must sign a
parental permission form granting permission for their child to participate in the research.
All signed consent forms must be available at the request of the district or school-level
personnel.
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DPS Application for Research
□ New

Application Status

□ Ren ew al

Researchers Contact Information
Name:
Address:
Business phone:
E-mail address:

Researchers Educational or Business Affiliation
University/College Affiliation
Academic Department
Organizational or Business Affiliation'

Researchers Position

DPS Employee? Circle one.

Yes

No

Student

Faculty

List your school name or department.
Position. Circle One.

Other

Highest Degree Held:
Co-Researchers? If so, list name(s) and Highest
Degree(s) Held:

Proposal Information
Title of Project
Is this project part of a thesis or dissertation? Circle
one.

Yes

No

Professor, Advisor/Sponsor’s Name(s) and Contact
Information:

Research Questions

Research
Questions

Data Needed

1
2
3
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List the DPS Department(s) that would be involved in
or impacted by this study (grade, subject, etc.)

Purpose of the Study (Limit to 100 words).

List related DPS Strategic Plan Goals and Strategies.
Describe How the Research Proposal aligns with one
or more of the Above Goals/Strategies.
IRB Approval and Protocol (All Research Proposals
must have IRB approval before being submitted for
the district’s approval)
Direct and Long-Term benefits to the district as a
result of the research study.

Research Methods and Design of Study
Design of the Study (Procedures, Methods, Timeline)
Description of Target population
Potential risks to Durham Public Schools or its
students (all research has potential risks)
(List all schools requested)
Number of teachers involved
Number of students involved
Number of parents of involved
Name of each administrator involved
Other people involved

Time Requirements

Number of Students Involved:
Students

Length of each session:
Number of sessions:
In-School Time Required?
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Location of sessions:

Teachers

Number of Staff Involved:
Length of each session:
In-School Time Required?
Name of Administrators

Administrators

Hours of commitment (In-school
time):
In-School Time Required?
Number of Parents Involved:

Parents
Amount of Parent Time Required
Other people
involved

Number of Other People Involved:
Amount of time required

Data Collection
List all Data Points to be collected
List all Data Points Needed from DPS
Data Collection Training and Supervision
Who will be collecting data?
Who will be providing Training?
Who will supervise the data collection?
What is DPS’s role in training and data collection
Desired beginning date (No research may begin before
August 1)
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Desired End Date (All research must be completed by
April 30)
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Renewal Applicants Only: If a section does not apply, type N/A
Changes in investigators
Changes in study design
Changes in participant population
Change in participant cost or compensation
Changes in recruitment method
Changes in questionnaire or survey
Changes in risks or benefits
Changes in location or research
Changes in participant activity
Changes in consent form(s)
Changes in data needs/reports
Other
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Research Study Modification Request Form
Section 1: Identifying Information
Project Title:

Principal Investigator:
Email:

Phone:

University or Organization
Affiliation:

Section 2: Type of Modification
Check all that apply, and attach copies of all updated documentation (i.e. consent
forms, questionnaires, recruiting documents, etc.)
□ Change in investigators

□ Change in location or research

□ Change in participant cost or compensation

□ Change in recruitment method

□ Change in study design

□ Change in participant population

□ Change in questionnaire or survey

□ Change in participant activity
□ Change in consent form

□ Change in method of advertisement

□Change in risks and benefits

□ Other If “Other,” please describe below:
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Section 3: Modification Request
Please provide a summary of the changes you want to make to the approved application.
Include a rationale for each change.

Section 4: Investigator Changes
Name

University/Organization

Email

Change
(Add/Remove)

Section 5: Modification Assurance
 Will the modifications/amendments change the scope or objectives of the study?
The following examples of actions are considered changes: a change in the
purpose that was originally approved; a change in data collection method; a
change from the previously approved use of participants.
□ Yes
□ No
o If “yes,” describe how and provide sufficient information/documentation to
allow DPS to review and approve prior to implementation.

 Will the modification/amendments change the risks/benefits to DPS? □ Yes □ No
o If “yes,” provide sufficient information/documentation to allow DPS to
review and approve prior to implementation.
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Section 6: Primary Investigator Assurance
As Principal Investigator, I acknowledge that I am responsible for reporting for any
unanticipated problems or serious effects/reactions; that I will submit any proposed
procedural modifications to DPS for review and approval. No such modifications with be
put into effect without prior review. I will renew this application annually if it is a multiyear study. I confirm that the research process is being conducted in compliance with DPS
guidelines and recommendations; that DPS is provided with all information of the
research study for complete review; and that this research project will not continue until
modifications are approved and received.

Principal Investigator: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Date:

_________________________________________________
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Research Study Continuing Review/Interim Report
Research reports are due by December 1 and March 1 of each year.
Section 1: Identifying Information
Project Title:
Principal Investigator:
Email:
Phone:
University/Organization
Affiliation:
Section 2: Status of Research
No participants collected to date
Recruitment and/or collection of new participants or review of records to continue.
Study is no longer collecting, but participants are still involved in research-related
activities.
□ Study is no longer collecting data and participants have completed researchrelated activities for this cycle year.
□ Study collection is multi-year and will continue for the follow year pending
approval of renewal research application.
□ Study collection is permanently closed; participants have completed researchrelated activities, and any follow-up has been completed by research team. The
remaining research activities are limited to only data analysis with collected data.
□
□
□

Section 3: Study Participant at Continuation Report:
Number of participants originally approved by DPS:
Number of participants solicited since the last
continuation report:
Number of participants enrolled since the last
continuation report:

Number of participants who withdrew from the study
since the last continuation report:
Number of participants originally approved by DPS:
Number of participants enrolled since the
beginning of the study:

*Number of participants who withdrew from the study:
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*Withdrawing includes any participants who started the process but did not complete,
whether by leaving the study early, not returning for follow-up sessions, or if investigator
terminates participation.

Section 4: Summary of Progress within Review Report Period:

 Since the last review report, was the study open to enrollment? □ Yes □ No
o If “yes,” continue to next section. If “no,” continue to Section 5.
 Since the last review report, were participants enrolled in the study? □ Yes □ No
o If you answered “no,” describe the reason(s) for no enrollment and then

continue to Section 5.

 Have any participants complained or raised concerns about this study? □ Yes □ No
o If you answered “yes,” please provide a description of complaints/concerns

and how they were handled.
 Have there been any amendments since the last status report? □ Yes □ No
o If you answered “yes,” were the amendments submitted to DPS via the
modification form? □ Yes □ No
 Have there been any unanticipated problems with the study? □ Yes □ No
o If you answered “yes,” please describe below:

Section 5: Primary Investigator Assurance at Review Period
I confirm that I have adhered to the DPS guidelines as established in the approved research
application and confirmation letter. I attest to the accuracy of this report, and I accept
responsibility for the conduct of this activity, the supervision of participants, and the
maintenance of informed consent documentation as required by DPS.
Principal Investigator:
Date:

___________________________________________________
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Research Study Completion Form
Section 1: Identifying Information
Project Title:

Principal Investigator:
Email:

Phone:

University/ Organization
Affiliation:

Section 2: Project Status at closure date of April 30 (all studies must be completed by this date
each year). Check one:

□ Study completed as outlined in DPS application.
□ Study received DPS approval, but the study was never initiated.
□ Study received DPS approval; study procedures performed, and then study closed
before completion.
□ Study is ongoing over multiple years and renewal application has been submitted to DPS.

Section 3: Study Participant Status at Closure
Number of participants
originally approved by DPS:
Number of participants
enrolled since the
beginning of the study:
Number of participants who
withdrew from the study:

Section 4: Study Safety Information at Closure:

 Have any participants complained or raised concerns about this study? □ Yes □ No
o If you answered “yes,” please provide a description of complaints/concerns
and how they were handled.

 Have there been any amendments since the last status report? □ Yes □ No
o If you answered “yes,” were the amendments submitted to DPS via the
modification form? □ Yes □ No
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 Have there been any unanticipated problems with the study? □ Yes
o If you answered “yes,” please describe below:

□ No

Section 5: Findings

 Have the results of this study been analyzed? □ Yes □ No
o If “yes,” please provide an outline in bullet format of the relevant
findings to DPS:

 Has this study resulted/will result in any presentations or publications? □ Yes □ No
o If so, please detail below:

Section 6: Primary Investigator Assurance at Closure

I confirm that I adhered to the guidelines in the DPS protocol application. I attest to the accuracy
of this report, and I accept responsibility for the conduct of this activity, the supervision of
participants, and the maintenance of informed consent documentation as required by DPS. I
understand that should there be a need to collect additional data, I will have to submit a renewal
application and fee (if applicable) to DPS for review and approval before data collection can
begin:
Principal Investigator:

Date: _________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Letter of Assurance
I agree to comply with these obligations and the Research Standards for Durham Public Schools. I
assure Durham Public Schools that the research performed will not differ from the submitted
research proposal application. I understand that the privilege of conducting this study along with
future studies in Durham Public Schools is conditional upon the fulfillment of these obligations.
In addition, I am fully aware of the Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) guidelines
as they pertain to the proposed study along with compliance on research processes and protocols
and will incorporate these into the study’s implementation if approved.
Furthermore, I understand that if my application is denied, I must wait 12 months from the date of
the committee’s decision before re-submitting. Lastly, upon completion of the research study, I will
send an Executive Summary or Abstract (500 words) to the Office of Research and Accountability
within 60 days. If the study’s findings are to be used in a published format, I will contact the Office
of Research and Accountability along with the Assistant Superintendent of Research and
Accountability to discuss regulations and guidelines prior to submission and/or publication.
If approved, I agree to the following compliance monitoring requirements:
Completion and signature of a Data Sharing Agreement outlining which data components
will be gleaned and used for the research study.
Comply with the timeline for research (progress reports, final report, last day of research)
Comply with the district terms of agreement as outlined in the approval letter if granted
Reporting and monitoring compliance as outlined by the district.
Comply with the Certificate of Data Destruction
Applicant’s Name(s):
________________________________________________________________________
Applicant’s Signature(s):
_____________________________________________________________________
Date: _____________________________________________
All communications shall occur between the applicant and the Department of Research and
Accountability listed below:
Durham Public Schools—Department of Research and Accountability
511 Cleveland Street
Durham, NC 27701
Phone: 919-560-2027
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Letter of Consent Template
1. Study Title:
2. Name of Researcher:
3. Study Sponsor:
4. Purpose/Description of Study:
5. Study Timeframe:
6. Your Childs Involvement:
7. Sharing Information:
8. Risks and Discomforts:
9. Benefits to You and Others:
10. Payment for Participation:
11. Confidentiality
12. Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal
13. Researcher/Principal Investigator Contact Information
Consent Permission:
I have been given the chance to read this consent form. I understand the information about
this study. Questions that I wanted to ask about the study have been answered. My
signature says that I am willing to participate/ for my child to participate in this study. I
will receive a copy of the consent form once I have agreed to participate/allow my child to
participate.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name of Child

Childs School

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Parent/Legal Guardian (Printed)

Date

Name of Parent/Legal Guardian (Signed)

Date

Name of Person Conducting Informed Consent (Printed)

Date

Name of Person Conducting Informed Consent (Signed)

Date

Researcher/Investigator Signature

Date

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Certificate of Data Destruction
In accordance with the provision of the Data Sharing Agreement between Durham Public Schools
and ____________________________________, the files and all related information described
below were destroyed as required in the Letter of Assurance pertaining to project
_________________________________________.
Date Submitted:___________________________________________________
Organization/Principal Investigator
Scheduled Data of Destruction; ________________________________________
Date
Actual Data of Destruction: ___________________________________________
Date
Description of record and/or data to be destroyed:
Name of File

Format
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